READY DESIGNS
FOR PRIVATE LABEL
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Juniors
SWIMWEAR

1812TK
Sizes: XS  S  M  L
Juniors Swimwear

1807BK

Sizes: XS, S, M, L
1804BK
Sizes: XS  S  M  L
Juniors Swimwear

1805BK

Sizes: XS S M L
Juniors SWIMWEAR

1810BK
Sizes: XS S M L
Juniors Swimwear

1811MT

Sizes: XS S M L
Contempo Swimwear

S18618MT
Sizes: XS S M L
Contempo Swimwear

18803

Sizes: XS  S  M  L
Contempo Swimwear

18801BK
Sizes: XS S M L
Contempo
SWIMWEAR

18491MT

Sizes: XS S M L
1816TK
Sizes: XL XXL XXXL
YOUR PRIVATE LABEL WITH OUR DESIGNS

Our stock of ready patterns has a range of best-sellers from previous years that are still on trend and they are ready for samples.

You can choose the style you like, choose the same fabric as the picture or other from the wide range of fabric supplier we have, put your brand on it and they are ready to sell.

We have the option to make some changes in the patterns in order to make you create your exclusive brand, you can also combine them with your custom designs to complete your swimwear private label.

You can mix and match tops and bottoms between any styles and your choices can be available in the full range of colors of our fabric suppliers and in your own designs for print styles in sublimation.

We offer national fabrics with NAFTA materials, sustainable Canico fabrics (VITA ECONYL), novelties, Colombian fabrics and print fabrics. There are no development costs (pattern making & grading) if you choose sizing and fit of any of these ready designs.

It’s the quickest, simplest and most affordable method to manufacture a swimwear label.

FULL PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT WITH OUR READY DESIGNS

1) CHOOSE READY DESIGN

Choose all the designs you like from our catalogue and send the list with quantities you need and specifications to:

contacto@spandmex.com.mx

As example:
- 600 PIECES TOP 1804BK
- 600 PIECES BOTTOM 1805BK
- 300 solid and 300 sublimated regular sizes (XS, S, M and L)

If you choose the designs as they are we can produce your order sooner as you think. If you want to change them, like changing fabrics, adjusting the cut, add more sizes- you can, but please note that we then need to treat it as a custom design.

Our MOQ for ready designs as they are is 300 pieces with the option of only one fabric and for customized designs in full package development you need choose at least 4 styles with minimum 600 pieces each style with the option of two fabrics (solid or print).

www.spandmex.com.mx
2) COSTING (1-4 WEEKS)

If you choose the designs as they are we can send you costs ASAP, but if you require any changes for your brand you need to send us the requirements by e-mail and it will take time to review design changes, materials and estimated delivery time for your swim designs.
This is a process in which we involved manufacturing services and suppliers of fabric and trims available in order to give you final costs for production.
We charged samples in advance in order to proceed with sampling. The costs for samples is refund in the final invoice of production only if the total quantity up to 3000 pieces.

3) SAMPLING (3 WEEKS AFTER PAYMENT)

Sampling requires both yourself and our team to be clear on what’s needed and implemented. The clearer the information you give us, the quicker I’m involved and the faster you will receive the information you need.

Order samples of the styles you like in the fabrics and prints you love.

4) PRODUCTION & QC (4-10 WEEKS)

Once you approve fit and quality control you can place your order for production. While we are sampling we work with your brand labels and customized trims, packaging of your choice.

* For orders using NAFTA fabrics and imported Italian fabrics add 3-4 weeks to timeline.

5) DELIVERY (4-5 DAYS WORLDWIDE)

We provide export options depending on your location, we usually have more costumers in California and Florida and we ship in about 4-5 business days after production is ready.

CONTACT INFORMATION

SCHEDULE A VISIT WITH US!

CORPORATE

Bv. Bosques de San Ildro #1116
Col. Valle de San Ildro
Zapopan, Jitico, CP. 45130
Telephone: (33) 38364100 Ext. 126 & 302
Email: contacto@spandmex.com.mx

www.spandmex.com.mx